The Golf Life Essential Links to Ireland by Tom Cotter and Dr Peter Bolan

Visitors to our links courses (67.82%) are from the
USA and with a further 19.09% from Canada.
However, only a small percentage of these
clubs actually generate the vast majority
of golf visitor spend here. Based on Fáilte
Ireland figures in the Irish Republic for
2012 there were 163,000 overseas golfers
generating €202m for the economy.
This research can confidently attribute
at least 37.62% of that figure directly to
“links golf ”. In other words, 12.6% of
the golf clubs in the Republic of Ireland
(42 out of 332) produce almost half of
all international golf visitor incomes.
However, even more stark, is that only
five out of the 98 GUI registered clubs
in Northern Ireland (just under 5% of NI
golf clubs) produce a vast 64.23% of their
estimated total revenues based on the
suppositions by Arlene Foster, Minster
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Essential links
to Ireland
Tourism industry
experts Tom
Cotter and Dr
Peter Bolan
have carried
out extensive
new research to
discover the true
economic impact
of overseas golf
visitors to the
island of Ireland.

ith the Irish Open
returning to the
north in 2015 to
Royal County Down and
Royal Portrush’s inclusion
on the Open Championship
rota with a potential 2019
date, plus the €45million
investment in Doonbeg by
Donald Trump, these triggers
all add up to a fantastic
platform to attract increasing
numbers of golf tourists to
Irish shores.
Speak to any club that
attracts significant visitor
numbers and they will tell
you just how vital revenue
from visitors are to the
balance sheet. Golf tourism
is an incredibly lucrative
form of tourism that already
makes a significant annual
contribution to the Irish
economy - but just how
valuable is it? Over 50million
golf tourists travelling the
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world to play on some of the
estimated 32,000 courses
each year. Until now only
limited research had been
carried out in Ireland to
quantify the impact of golf
tourism on both the game
and the wider economy.
Depending on the
definition chosen or the
publication read, Ireland
has approximately 58 of
the world’s 246 links golf
courses, almost a quarter
of the entire global total.
Whilst this provides a
focus to this element of our
tourism product, recent
findings suggest that it’s true
potential is far from fully
realised and has perhaps
been underplayed in recent
recessionary times when
even the best-known links
on the island were affected.
A unique piece of research
has recently been conducted

which is the first significant
examination of the golf
tour operating sector and
it’s impact specifically on
the links golf courses of
this island. Undertaken
by Tom Cotter (The Cotter
Collection) with input
from Dr Peter Bolan at
the University of Ulster, it
illustrates the significant
economic impact of this
sector on links golf and, in
turn, the inter-dependency
with, and impact on, the
wider economy.
It was widely believed by
the industry that golf tour
operators are responsible for
bringing both a significant
number of golf tourists
to Ireland annually and
that those activities create
significant economic
benefits. Furthermore, it
was also widely believed
that the majority of overseas

golf tourists have an overarching desire
to play only links golf, yet all previous
studies conducted have not separated
links from parkland in economic terms.
For the first time this research
addresses these crucially related aspects
and, most importantly, puts a value
on the golf tour operator contribution.
Detailed information was invited from 76
golf tour operators located in 19 different
countries around the world. A further
22 in-depth interviews to reveal core
issues pertinent to the research were also
conducted. In the most comprehensive
study of its kind, interviews were
undertaken with secretary managers and
PGA Professionals from across the island;
with national and international golf tour
operator associations, regional marketing
bodies, national and international tourist
boards, hoteliers, restaurateurs, caddie
masters, transport providers and golf
course architects.
Selected findings from the research
reveal that golf tour operators generate
on average 66.26% of the business for
links golf courses in Ireland annually.

of all clients described
as golf “purists” by tour
operators.
for Enterprise, Trade and Investment,
that golf tourism is worth between £10£12m per annum.
The overwhelming majority of
overseas golf visitors to our links courses
(67.82%) are from the USA and with a
further 19.09% from Canada. With 86%
of visitors coming from North America,
this over-reliance can have significant
implications for wider tourism, in
particular, the accommodation and
hospitality sectors. The majority of
visitors (80.62%) are male with the
average group size just over seven people
(7.16 persons). They spend on average
7.25 nights on their golf trip in Ireland,
playing just over six courses (6.14) and a
slightly higher number of rounds (6.61).
Tour operators described 75% of their
clients as golfing ‘purists’, 16% as ‘golf
and activity seekers’ and the remainder
as ‘corporate clients’. Almost two-thirds
of visitors (60.91%) use some form of
escorted transport whilst in Ireland with
the remainder taking a self-drive option.
The average price that visitors pay a
golf tour operator for this experience

is almost $4,000 (£2,350) per person
($3,910.57). The average ‘tour operator
generated’ green fee figure returned
by the sample clubs in the research
was €91.74 (£72.65) whilst the average
discretionary spend per tour operator
visiting golfer, per club, was €181.26
(£143.26) - pro shop spend, caddie
services and food & beverage. In other
words, golf tour operator visitors are
spending approximately €1,314 (£1,040)
per person over the course of their seven
night trip on discretionary items alone
(excluding accommodation, green fees
etc.), significantly higher than previously
thought.
Detailed revenue data was provided by
17 Irish links golf clubs for the research
and from these the following findings
were extrapolated.
Approximately 248,113 international
visitor rounds of golf are played on links
golf courses annually, representing
37,536 actually visitors. These trips create
€22.7m (£18m) in green fee revenue and
€45m (£35.6m) in discretionary spend
into the economy. Furthermore, using
an average room rate across the island
in conjunction with length of stay data
revealed by the research, we estimate that
golf tour operator clients to only links
clubs generate a further €33m (£26.1m)
for the accommodation sector, totalling
a combined €101m (£80m) contribution.
Based on the physical distribution of
the clubs, this breaks down as €90.2m
(£71.4m) in the Republic and €10.8m
(£8.5m) in Northern Ireland.
Further key findings and
recommendations from the research
were revealed.
The research recommends that tourist
bodies look closely at developing ‘new’
golf markets for Ireland to allay the
significant over reliance on the North
American market with which there will
inevitably be sporadic demand issues
subject to global economic and geopolitical conditions. This over-reliance
is equally pertinent to and prevalent in
the accommodation sector, leaving it
exceptionally vulnerable.
The potential of the Asian market is
considerable and is still largely untapped.
Recent evidence from the International
Golf Tour Operators Association (IAGTO)
suggests such markets only travel to play
courses they have seen on television
hosting major competitions. In light of
this it is vitally important that the most
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The potential of the Asian market is
considerable and is still largely untapped.

Waterville Golf Club

is made of events like the Irish Open and
The Open Championship whenever it
returns to Northern Ireland.
Government bodies north and south,
according to the research, would appear
to have under-valued the economic
impact of golf tour operator business to
the island of Ireland’s links golf courses;
a view also taken by the wider industry. A
complete review of the economic impact
of golf tourism should be undertaken as
a matter of urgency to establish whether,
pro rata, the marketing and promotion of
golf tourism in Ireland is sufficient.
Developing air access routes from
certain international markets would
have a significant impact on golf visitor
numbers in the ‘shoulder’ months and
thereby extend the season for many golf
related businesses.
Golf courses and operators, in
conjunction with the tourism bodies,
need to urgently examine how to
dissipate business across the whole of the
season to reduce pressure and demand
for the month of September in particular.
Clustering can have an extremely
positive effect on a region where golf
tourism is prevalent. The Northern
Ireland Tourist Board needs to look
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248,113

- International visitor rounds of golf that are played on
links golf courses annually.
closely at the benefits that the new
Bushmills Dunes golf resort project will
invariably bring and engage a strategic
plan for the time when the facility is fully
operational.
The future for golf tourism in Ireland
is positive, particularly if the aspects
mentioned are addressed effectively.
However, time is of the essence.
Momentum is with us and now is the
time to seize on the opportunities that are
available. We need a detailed, inclusive
and comprehensive golf tourism
strategy across this island that can make
a difference and leverage maximum
potential.

This article refers to a small selection of
the recent findings. For further details on
the myriad of related issues to golf tourism
development and potential, contact Tom
or Peter via tom@cottercollection.com
Tom Cotter is the owner of “The Cotter
Collection”, a bespoke representation,
consultancy and sales generation
company that focuses on creating business
opportunities for its clients within the
international golf tour operator sector.
Dr Peter Bolan is Director for
International Travel and Tourism
Management in the Ulster Business School
of the University of Ulster. His research
interests and specialisms include golf, film
and digital tourism.
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